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valuing multiple perspectives in
linguistic, cultural, emotional and
cognitive domains

embracing the complexity involved
with both challenges and
opportunities.

Multilingualism
“the knowledge of a number of languages, or the co-existence of
different languages in a given society” (CEFR, par. 1.3, p. 4).
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Conceptualization of LINCDIRE
Plurilingualism

The Action-oriented
Approach (AoA)

Technology

Indigenous
epistemologies

21 Collaborating Researchers

A Design-based Iterative Research Methodology
documentary search,
development of LITE master
template, content; technical
development

implementation with
expanded circle of teachers;
refining and finalizing LITE
based on feedback

2015/2016

2017/2018

2016/2017

2018/2019

piloting with core teachers;
development and evolution of
LITE based on feedback

data analysis and public
LITE launch

Indigenous Knowledge and Pedagogy in First Nations Education.
Battiste, M. (2002). For the National Working Group on Education and the Minister of
Indigenous & Northern Affairs Canada (INAC)

Developing a pedagogical framework:
EURO-WESTERN INFLUENCES

Sociocultural &
Socioconstructivist
approach
(Vygotsky)

Multiple
Cultures
Model
(Henderson)

Plurilingual
approach
(Council of
Europe)

Humanist
approach
(Rogers)

Complexityinformed
Theories
of
Learning

ActionOriented
approach
(Council of
Europe)
Nunan)

Place /
Community
- based
approach
(Sobel)

Developing a pedagogical framework:
EURO-WESTERN INFLUENCES
Multiple Cultures Model
Standpoint Epistemologies, Henderson, 2007, p.136
« A multiple cultural model strives for a
coherent interplay among three cultural
logics: global academia or training
cultures, the dominant culture and the
minority cultures » (Henderson, 2008, p.136)

Global Academic / Training /
Entrepreneurial Cultures

Dominant Culture

In this model learning materials and
activities centred on epistemological
pluralism help raise students’ awareness
of cultural diversity and allow them to
co-construct, in their interaction with their
peers, a learning space where multiple
cultural perspectives are made visible and
debatable.

Workplace Cultures

Gender
Religion
Class

Indigenous & Ethnic
Minorities
Cultures

Indigenous Pedagogy or Indigegogy
(Term coined by Stan Wilson, a Cree Elder and Educator)

Indigegogy:
The practice of teaching and learning that is
centred in indigenous knowledge and
holistic approaches, using Indigenous
knowledge, and Indigenous ways of learning
to create and provide education.
(Wilfred Laurier University, Centre for Indigegogy)

“Learning occurs in the context of
relationship”
Patti LaBoucane-Benson et al. 2012. p. 2

Indigenous
knowledge is of
holistic nature. It
constantly adapts to
the dynamic interplay
of changing empirical
knowledge as well as
changing social values

Every child is unique
in his/her learning
capacities, learning
styles, and knowledge
bases, experiencing
different ways of
knowing and using
multiple intelligences.

Indigenous pedagogy is
found in talking or sharing
circles and dialogues,
participant observations,
experiential learning,
modeling, meditation,
prayer, ceremonies,
or story telling.

Battiste, 2002

A Blended Pedagogical Framework Informed by Indigenous and
Euro-Western Epistemologies

Hence, the learner is seen holistically as a thinking, verbal and
non-verbal, emotional and spiritual human being rooted in the
values of her/his plurilingual and pluricultural communities.

Body
Actions

The central part of the Medicine Wheel, to which all learning is
convergent, is at the heart of the learner's identity and spiritual
construction. (Pitawanakwat, 2006)

Focus on Metalinguistic and
Metacognitive Awareness

Emotions
Reactions

Spirit
Values
Focus on my roots/community &
intercultural growth

LINCDIRE’s pedagogical framework integrates a holistic and
inclusive perspective to organize teaching and guide learning
through each of the circle quadrants, whether in the instructional
design of the learning tasks or in the LITE (Language Integration
through E-portfolio) architecture that students will use.

Focus on learning experiences &
non-verbal strategies

Mind
Decisions

Focus on my story
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LINCDIRE Template for Task Design
Part 1: Task description
Part 2: My task planner
Part 3: Task development
Part 4: Observation checklist
Part 5: Self-assessment checklist

Blending Indigenous and
Western approaches in
pedagogical design

structures work around a series of real-life,
community-based action-oriented tasks
each task speaks to the medicine-wheel quadrants
existing resources in other languages as functional
to task achievement

Plurilingualism

Language
innovation

collaborative work among students of different
languages/cultures

Technology

Indigenous
epistemologies

learning encouraged through post-task holistic
reflection: building autonomy, awareness, pride

The Powwow (A1/A2)
You see a poster for an upcoming powwow in your community, and you
would really like to attend. You send a text to one of your good friends to
see if they’d like to come with you. Your friend has never been to a
powwow before, but they respond that they’d love to join you and that
they are excited to experience it for the first time. Make detailed
arrangements to meet with your friend at the powwow, letting them know
the day, the time, and what they need to bring with them.
On the night of the powwow, send a text once you arrive to let your friend
know the exact location where you’ll be waiting. Once your friend arrives,
s/he has many questions about what is happening, so you will need to act
as the guide. You will walk your friend through the powwow, explaining
the different activities/objects you see (e.g. cooking, dancing, the vendors)
and pointing out your favourite things.
When you return home, your friend sends you an email to thank you for
the wonderful evening, and to let you know their most memorable parts of
their first powwow.

Target learners:
post-secondary adults
Languages
Ojibway (target)
English
Other languages in students’
repertoires

competences/skills involved in task completion
Step 1: An exciting upcoming event
Step 2: Inviting a friend…
In order to invite your friend to the powwow, you will
need to use time and place-specific language such as
dates, times and location. Unscramble the sample text
messages provided by your instructor in order to
develop a stronger sense of structure. Highlight key
features such as specific phrases that you think will help
you. What is the same and what is different in the use of
dates and times in Ojibway and the other languages you
know? In your groups, see if you can use some of the
new language to draft a reply.

Step 3: What will we see at the powwow?

competences/skills involved in task completion
Step 1: An exciting upcoming event
Step 2: Inviting a friend...
Step 3: What will we see at the powwow?
In your small group, you will be assigned one element
of the Powwow to research some information about.
For example, you might be asked to research the types
of dances you will see and where the dancers come from.
You may rely on local resources such as brochures,
videos, or family and community members.
When your group meets again, each person will report
on his/her findings and then together you will finalize
a few simple facts to share with other groups.

Focus on learning experiences &
non-verbal strategies

Learning encompasses
multiple processes that occur
continuously, in cyclic and
indirect ways, in formal and
informal settings

Focus on my roots/community &
intercultural growth

Students reflect on
conventions for
time/dates in different
languages/cultures in
their repertoire

Body
Actions

Different scenario steps speak to one or more medicine-wheel quadrants

Emotions
Reactions
Focus on my story

Students participate
in a gathering where
cultural values are
shared and reinforced

Students reflect on and
share their previous
experiences at
powwows

Post-task holistic reflection
I know more about which
environments, people, or
activities can help me learn

Creating/using symbols
and images helped me to
learn new information
and explore who I am.

Indigenous

I used my knowledge of other
languages to helpepistemologies
me complete the
task

The task helped me build
positive relationships with
other members of the
community.

Tasks are adaptable to various languages/contexts
The town hall meeting
The town in Quebec where your francophone friend Thomas lives wants to be known as a “green
municipality”. A Town Hall meeting is being organized in Thomas’ school, and the headmaster has asked
the students to decorate the hall with posters illustrating actions that municipalities and their citizens across
the world have done to preserve the environment. Unfortunately, Thomas cannot attend the meeting, so he
has emailed you and your friends to attend on his behalf. In order to participate in the Town Hall meeting,
you will need, in groups, to:
• research what has been done around the world to save the environment
• create a multilingual digital poster that lists green actions that private citizens have taken or could take.
• display your poster in the hallway on the day of the meeting
• take notes on other posters and decide which 3 ideas you prefer.
• e-mail Thomas confirming you attended the meeting.
Nuit Blanche intercultural celebration
The municipal government is looking to sponsor a major art installation for Toronto’s upcoming art festival.
With the goal of inspiring understanding between cultural and linguistic communities. The city is asking for
proposals for an interactive art installation that combines a celebration from one of the local cultures with
elements from a similar or different celebration from one or two other cultures. Your group has decided to
submit a proposal. You will work on researching celebrations in various languages/cultures, design an event
which meets the submission guidelines, write a proposal, and receive feedback from other artists in the class.

Language
Integration
Through E-portfolio

https://lite.lincdireproject.org/

LITE: Interconnected, but distinct areas
1. My Plurilingual Journey
• To encourage identity negotiation, plurilingual/pluricultural awareness &
learning
2. My Tasks
• To focus students on tasks completed and in progress
3. Medicine Wheel guided reflections
• To build metacognitive skills/awareness, sense of self
4. My Best Work
• Where learners collect the work they are most proud of
5. Radar charts
• User analytics to update students on linguistic, plurilingual progress in
LITE

My Plurilingual Journey

My Tasks
Tasks (Online or In-Class)
●

●

●

●

Immediately after each task,
students will complete a short
‘Can Do’ quiz, based on Can
Do statements from the CEFR
Then travel to the Do a
Reflections Page to complete
a reflection
Students may also choose to
post the work they completed
for a task and share
There is an option to also
highlight this work in the ‘My
Best Work’ page
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Medicine Wheel Reflections
I’ve learned something from
this task that I would like to
share with others.

Sharing stories and
experiences helped me and
my classmates learn more
about the topic.

My Reflections
• Each reflection creates
a snapshot which is
dated
• This snapshot allows
learners to reflect on
their entries and see
growth
• The radar charts act as
confidence gauges
and present an
average of their scores

My Best Work
Learners click on the quill box to collect and access the works they
are most proud of

Radar Charts (Chart B under development)
Chart A

Chart B

Piloting sites
• 13 sites: Canada, U.S., France
• 7+ languages: French, German, Ojibway, English, Italian, Bulgarian,
Ukrainian
• 14+ teachers: universities, colleges, secondary/elementary
schools, private language schools
• Workshops in Indigenous communities about the project, this
plurilingual pedagogical framework, soliciting feedback

Preliminary Findings
• Tasks help build awareness of the linguistic and cultural diversity in the
communities and classrooms, and encourage student connections to home
languages/cultures;
• Students expressed how the tasks confirmed their “real life” language use
• They also expressed interest in the Medicine Wheel/Indigenous cultures,
fueling pluricultural curiosity; expanding worldviews
However
• Some teachers felt overwhelmed by the CEFR terminology (“CAN DO - but
how?”)
• Concerns about inadequate knowledge about Indigenous perspectives; fear
of misrepresenting perspectives
The monolingual paradigm and negative perceptions towards L1 use are
pervasive and challenging to transform.

Implications and way forward

www.lincdireproject.org
https://lite.lincdireproject.org
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